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ABSTRACT

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Westinghouse
Advanced Energy Systems Division have combined
their experience and capabilities to design a
tank type fast breeder reactor plant. This tank
type reactor has been refined and improved during
the last three years to better compete in cost,
safety, and operation with alternative power
plants.

This Mitsubishi/Westinghouse joint design offers
economic advantages due to the use of steel
structures, modular construction, nitrogen cells
for the intermediate loops, reactor cavity air
cooling and the use of the guard vessel as the
containment vessel. Inherent characteristics in
the reactor design provide protection to the
public and the plant investment.

INTRODUCTION

The experienced team of Mitsubishi and
Westinghouse began the joint design study of a
tank type fast breeder reactor plant in 1982 with
an economic cost target of less than 2 x LWR
(Light Water Reactor). Having met this objective
and believing there were further cost reduction
features which could be incorporated into the
joint design, a new target of less than 1.5 LWR
was set.

This new challenge has been met for a tank
type plant which is based on existing, proven
technology and is suitable for deployment even in
the Japanese severe seismic conditions. This
work provides a foundation for on-going studies
directed toward meeting even more aggressive cost
goals.

PLANT OVERVIEW

The 1000 MWe tank type fast breeder reactor
plant (see Figure 1 and Table 1) has a
homogeneous co.re design and features in-vessel
storage of spent fuel. The main vessel is 17.0 m
in diameter and is suspended from a box ring
structural deck. The deck supports a reduced

Figure 1. Plant Layout
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size rotating plug, simplified new type upper
core structure,1 four primary pumps, and eight
intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs). A
semi-underground reactor building is used to
improve seismic conditions.

The tank type reactor is connected to four
intermediate heat transport loops. Each loop
contains a cold leg pump and a single unit steam
generator operating on a Benson, once-through
steam cycle.

The plant design utilizes several safety
features which not only improve plant safety, but
also contribute to the plant cost reductions.
The reactor shutdown systems and shutdown heat
removal systems, using Direct Reactor Auxiliary
Cooling System (DRACS), are independent,
redundant and highly reliable. Their functions
are based upon intrinsic principles of gravity
and natural circulation. In addition to these
plant design features, other inherent
characteristics provide additional margins of
safety far beyond the design base events. These
include a large volume of sodium coolant, and
natural circulation heat removal capability
through the main heat transport system.
Presently, a self-actuated shutdown system is
being evaluated.

NUCLEAR ISLAND

The semi-underground (partially embedded
base mat) reactor building was selected based on
seismic conditions^ in Japan. The compact
nuclear island building is a steel frame
structure with siding to eliminate expensive
concrete structures. The steel structure reduces
construction time and cost. Civil Work and
component installation have been arranged to
facilitate ease of component installation thereby
reducing the construction labor and construction
time.

Further reduction in cost has been achieved
by using the guard vessel as the containment
vessel (Figure 2).^ Elimination of a separate
containment vessel, isolation valves and allowing
open cycle air cooling of the reactor cavity all
contribute to a cost effective design.

Modular construction techniques are used for
the Nuclear Island buildings. The modules can be
prefabricated in a Fabricator's Shop and moved to
their foundation. This further reduces site
construction labor and time.

REACTOR SYSTEM

The reactor system is shown in Figure 3, the
features of which are determined by the seismic
design philosophy considering the severe seismic
acceleration of about 1.6G at the reactor vessel
support level. The roofdeck is directly mounted
on the base mat with cooling the bottom plate to
around 100°C during operation. The reactor

Figure 2. Nuclear Island

Figure3. Reactor System

vessel is welded to and hung down from the
roofdeck. The center portion of the core barrel
is supported from the middle of reactor vessel
wall in order to mitigate the seismic input to
the core, consequently to decrease the
displacement between the core assembly and the
upper core structure, which is very important for
the control rod insertability. Also supported
from the roofdeck are four pumps and eight
intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs). The Direct
Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System (DRACS) removes
heat directly from the primary sodium through
cooling coils in the IHXs and rejects heat to the
atmosphere through natural draft heat exchangers.
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FUEL STORAGE/SHIELDING CONSIDERATIONS

In-vessel storage of spent fuel inside the
reactor core support structure is accommodated
through the use of high efficiency neutron
shielding. Neutron shielding in the radial
direction from the reactor core is provided by
assemblies containing boron carbide as the
neutron shield material. Shield assemblies have
the same physical envelope as fuel/blanket
assemblies, and occupy core lattice positions on
the periphery of the reactor (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Fuel Storage/Shielding/NIS

Wide-range flux monitoring of the reactor
core is provided by fission chambers located in
the B4C neutron shielding region. Studies of
the reactor core layout have demonstrated that by
using the configuration of neutron shielding
assemblies and in-vessel storage locations shown,
the neutron signal-to-noise ratio is enhanced.
The in-vessel NIS system provides the required
wide range monitoring capabilities with current
NIS detector systems. Studies of an ex-vessel
NIS for power range monitoring was also analyzed
and a B-10 detector system in the reactor cavity
was selected.

IHTS

The Intermediate Heat Transport System
CIHTS) is contained within Nitrogen (N2) steel
pipe chases (Figure 5 ) . Containing the
intermediate loops within sealed inerted cells
avoids the risk of sodium fires due to IHTS pipe
leakage, confines sodium aerosol, and eliminates
expensive liners in the steam generator
building. Trace heaters are eliminated by using
the heated gas in the cell for initial heatup and
shutdown conditions. HVAC duct work in the steam
generator building is eliminated because of
natural circulation cooling of the pipe chases
within the building.

Figure 5. Nitrogen Chases

FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

The fuel handling system is designed to
provide the flexibility and safety features an
operator would require while minimizing the
capital investment in plant buildings and
equipment. Parts of the fuel handling system
include the new fuel storage area, the nitrogen
fuel handling cell, the ex-vessel and in-vessel
transfer machines, and the water storage pool for
spent fuel (Figure 6). The ex-vessel transfer
machine (EVTM) is a stationary device connecting
the fuel handling cell with the reactor vessel
(Figure 3).

Figure 6. Fuel Handling Systems

The EVTM pulls the assemblies up one side of
the A-frame and down the other where the
in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM) replaces spent
fuel with new fuel. At the top portion of the
EVTM, the fuel transfer canister rotates with
holding spent fuel or new fuel assemblies held
within itü carrier.
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The inherent safety of the fuel handling,
system is enhanced by maintaining spent fuel
submergence in either water or sodic.m for all
handling operations but the washing operation.
The nitrogen cell provides the capability of
inspecting fuel assemblies during their operating
life for assembly bow or gas leaks. The water
storage pool makes maximum use of experience
gained with LWRs and is considerably less
expensive than in-sodium storage systems.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A tank type fast breeder reactor plant has
been designed using proven technology to meet the
economic cost target of less than 1.5 x LWR.
This Mitsubishi/Westinghouse joint design offers
economic advantages due to the use of steel
structures, modular construction, nitrogen cells
for the intermediate loops, reactor cavity air
cooling and the use of the guard vessel as the
containment vessel. Inherent characteristics in
the reactor design provide protection to the
public and the plant investment.

Although the initial cost target has been
met, the Mitsubishi-Westinghounc team is
continuing their efforts to meet even more
aggressive cost goals.
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